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This winter season,
KairosPDX is

partnering with
seven locally-

owned businesses,
many of them
owned by our

KairosPDX families!

Check out
Minted.com
for all your
holiday cards
and holiday
home decor
needs!
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Back for purchase!
KairosPDX Black Kids
Matter T-Shirts



Home Goods from Thyme & Sage

Gifts & Gift Sets from Kevia 

Pillows & More from All Zzzz.

The KairosPDX Black Kids Matter
shirts are back! Originating from

the community push in 2018 to
maintain our residency in the

Humboldt school building, you can
get yours today on our website.

Available in multiple sizes for adults
and children.

Black Kids Matter Shirts 
from KairosPDX 

Visit our website or scan the QR code

KairosPDX was the first organization Good
Coffee chose to partner with for their
COMMON GOOD program. Our KairosPDX
Student Leaders spent some time with the
Good Coffee team to create a unique coffee
blend, deciding on notes of caramel and
raspberries. 20% of each KairosPDX blend
comes back to the organization.

Coffee from Good Coffee
KairosPDX family-owned Thyme & Sage

creators Hakan, Carmel, Mehmet, and David
combined their love for cooking and feeding

their families with their textile design skills
to create smart functional textiles made for

home cooks by home cooks. Use code:
KAIROSPDX and 20% of your purchase

comes back to the organization. As a bonus,
you will also get 10% off yourself!

Emmanuel “Manny” Calvin Dempsey has
always been extremely excited about art.
While watching his favorite cartoons he
noticed all the characters were colorful, but
none looked like him, so he created his own
characters. He has dezigned an exclusive
shirt for KairosPDX. 20% of each t-shirt sale
will go back to KairosPDX. 

T-Shirt from Emagination
Creation Dezigns

Style meets sustainability at Kevia, founded
by KairosPDX parent Kevia Jeffrey-West.

Kevia is donating 15% of sales on all items to 
 KairosPDX if you use code Kairos15off on

your purchase. On top of that, Kevia has
created five KairosPDX gift boxes that you
can gift to your friends and family. Browse

the options below!

In need of something to keep you or your
family warm? JaNeala Page at All Zzzz
Pillows & More creates custom hand-

crafted pillows and blankets for all your
cuddly needs!  All Zzzz also makes

personalized pillows and blankets by
request.

Owned by KairosPDX family member Imani
Muhammad, Traveling Pillar is kicking back
15% of each Healing Tools Gift Box to
KairosPDX with code KAIROS, and by using
code kairoslove to receive 10% off your total
order. Shop body care products, books,
apparel, and more.

Holistic Global Products from
Traveling Pillar

Shukura Mitchell, a KairosPDX family
member, is the owner and custom designer
for Zingz_Things. Products include
customized mirrors, cell phone cases,
masks, shoes, shirts, cups, and more to help
you show your beauty from the inside out.
Product prices are based on each individual
order, with 10% of sales going to KairosPDX.

Customized Items 
from Zings_Things

Are you in  need of
invitations, holiday cards,
& more? 

 when you use code
FUNDRAISEKAIROSPDX at
checkout. As a bonus, 15%
of the net sales from each
purchase will be invested
back into KairosPDX

Get 20% off at Minted You can link your rewards account with either
company (or both!), and KairosPDX will receive money
back for EVERY purchase that you make! It's a simple

process that goes a very long way and includes no
extra cost to you.

Every time you shop at Amazon or Fred Meyer,
you can help KairosPDX grow!

Shop Now!
www.kairospdx.org/get-involved/#shop


